
Long term Benefits of the FLEXXOR Coupling with Anderson Clamp Hubs 
 

The function of a flexible coupling has been well documented over the years, and each manufacturer has its 
own ideas of what makes a coupling design good.  CCA has always looked at the flexible coupling design 
from the point of view of maximizing the rotating equipment performance, rather than just designing the 
coupling to maximize its own life.  Here are some of the design principles that go into every CCA coupling: 
 

1. The coupling should transmit the recommended torque with appropriate safety factors. 
2. The coupling should accommodate misalignment between the machinery without the shafts, 

bearings, or seals having to withstand heavy side loading created by the flexing of the coupling. 
3. The coupling should be the weakest link in the system, except in special cases.  The failure of the 

coupling should never cause harm to a piece of equipment. 
4. The coupling should be designed to fail in a safe, simple, and predictable way so that it can be easily 

replaced with the least amount of new parts in the shortest amount of time. 
5. Installing the coupling should be possible with simple tools and should minimize time and manpower. 

 
Other coupling designs focus primarily on the first principle, but sometimes overlook the others. 
 
In terms of the return on investment in purchasing CCA couplings, there are several benefits to consider: 
 

• Lower bending and axial spring rates means less wear on bearings and seals.  This potentially leads 
to longer time between seal changes. 

• Low bending and axial spring rates help to dynamically decouple the two machines which can greatly 
reduce vibration transmission between them. 

• Larger misalignment capability means more ability to handle dynamic alignment changes such as 
shaft thermal growth causing lateral or axial movement, pipe strain causing machine movement, or 
changing thrust causing axial fluctuations. 

• Larger misalignment tolerance means less stringent alignment criteria.  For example, instead of 
getting machines within .001”, the misalignment limit could be .005”, which saves many man-hours 
during critical downtime. 

• The Anderson Clamp Hub saves hours or even days of downtime during installation and removal of 
the coupling.  Also there is no need for extra equipment like hydraulic pumps.  This means a major 
time and money savings in a plant.   

• The ability to change the axial positioning very easily with the Anderson Clamp Hub means that when 
machines are out of place, no shims are needed to make the correction. 

• When a machine fails, like a pump seizing, the diaphragms in the FLEXXOR will fail in a very 
predictable way.  Because it fails so cleanly, the motor or gearbox will be completely unscathed by 
the pump failure.   

• Because of the Anderson Clamp Hub, new equipment can be manufactured with simple, straight 
shafts.  This eliminates the cost of tapered shaft ends and keys.   

 
The benefits of using the FLEXXOR with the Anderson Clamp Hub stack up very quickly over many years of 
use.  In many cases the savings in downtime and man-hours will pay for the coupling after one machinery 
maintenance cycle.  In critical applications, the savings in downtime alone will pay for the coupling in the first 
installation.  CCA will also work with customers on developing a spare parts strategy to minimize inventory 
costs.   
 
Quality and safety are the top priorities at CCA, and we will never send a coupling out of our factory that does 
not meet our own high standards or those of our customers.  
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